Dear Chairman,
Asslamualikum
As I was finalizing the work on my first project that I was really proud of, I thought it would be
necessary to thank, acknowledge and acclaim the contribution of those who helped me all the
way through and made me appreciate being a COE student. The work was a combined project
between COE 203 and COE 205. The system basically receives a string entered by a user through
an executable file created using assembly coding and store whatever string entered into FPGA in
order to display it scrolling onto the seven segment display.
The project is never the work of one person. In that context I want to publicly acknowledge and
thank the following:
·

Mr. Kamal Chenaoua for being a father, a brother and friend. Thank you Mr. Kamal for
every single help and support without which, this project would never have been finished.

· Dr. Abdelhafid Bouhraoua for confirming the idea and providing suitable resources
·

Dr. Aiman El-Maleh (My only motivation during this semester) and Dr. Alaaeldin Amin
(my first COE instructor ) for their distinguished way of explaining and simplifying the
underlying theory

·

I should also acknowledge the tolerance of my best partner Ahmad John Khiari :-) , for
sharing the moments of stress and pleasure with me. I am very sorry Ahmad some time I
got mad during the work but you were always better than me

·

And finally, to all of my teachers, whose examples instilled in me my love of science and
engineering

I really feel that I am standing on the shoulders of a great person who did not like his name to
appear on this letter. Indeed, there are always a number of individuals who have contributed
above and beyond the calls and duty of friendship; you were one of them. I wish you allowed me
to mention your name. Thank you, thank you very much.
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